
The Difference is Clear
Some darkly-tinted, non-polarized sunglasses can 
block harmful UV rays - but can also darken the world 
around you, making it difficult to see objects clearly. 
EAGLE EYES®  polarized sunglasses se-
lectively filter out 99.9% harmful UVA and UVB, plus 
blue-light and allow in vision-enhancing (yellow, red, 
orange, green) light from the wavelength spectrum.

The Eagle Eyes® Story
The origin of EAGLE EYES® began at 
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory where scientists 
developed ground-breaking technology that would 
protect human eyesight from the harmful effects of 
solar radiation light.  

NASA researchers first looked to nature for a 
solution – in particular, by studying how eagles and 
hawks can distinguish their prey from their sur-
roundings with utmost precision.  

Their findings revealed that eagles have unique oil 
droplets in their eyes that selectively filter out harm-
ful radiation and permit only specific wavelengths of 
light to enter their eyes giving them extremely pow-
erful visual clarity, even at great distances. NASA 
then replicated this discovery into a lens technology 
that, in turn, resulted in EAGLE EYES® 
— a leader in high performance eyewear.

Space Foundation Grants  
Eagle Eyes® Lifetime Certification 
for Sunglass Lens Technology
A primary mission of the Space Foundation, in 
cooperation with NASA,  is to promote  
extraordinary products that recognize the 
benefits of space-related technology that improve 
the quality of our lives. The Space Foundation 
announced in February, 2006 that EAGLE 
EYES® has earned official recognition from 
the Space Certification Program and is the only 
sunglass lens to receive the Lifetime Certified 
Space Technology™ seal.

See Clearer & Sharper Than Ever Before!
Almost all animals respond to light; but it is the eagle 
and other birds of prey that have been given the 
gift of unparalleled visual acuity to meet  their own 
specific requirements – such as spotting tiny prey 
amongst their surroundings from their viewpoint 
high in the air.

As humans, vision represents one of our great-
est gifts–the ability to see objects that are defined 
by color, shape, size, details, depth, and contrast. 
EAGLE EYES® certified TriLenium® 
Lens Technology provides you with “dual-function” 
benefits!

99.9% UVA and UVB Protection 
plus Blue-Light Filtration

Superb Definition, Contrast and Clarity

Why Do Eagle Eyes® Work So Well?
EAGLE EYES®  certified, polarized 
TriLenium® Lens Technology works by 
blocking out 99.9% ultraviolet rays and harmful 
blue and violet light rays 
while allowing in vision-
enhancing light rays 
(green, yellow, orange and 
red) within the 475nm 
(nanometers) range in the 
wavelength light spectrum. 
This technology allows you 
to see images more vividly 
with better contrast and 
definition.

Greetings from the President
Congratulations on your recent purchase of  
EAGLE EYES® award-winning, high 
performance eyewear. Our company was developed more 
than 25 years ago with one goal in mind - to assure that 
one of your most precious gifts - eyesight - is protected, 
preserved and enhanced so that you get the most out of 
life, every day, all day long. Today, we carry a complete 
line of styles that help you look your best while enjoying 
the many eye care benefits that EAGLE EYES® 
provides. We hope you enjoy our products as much as the 
millions of our other satisfied customers. Your comments 
and questions are always welcome.

Yours in Health,

Alan J. Mittelman, President

*Based on FDA standards for cosmetic and general purpose sunglasses.

Developed from Original NASA 
Optic Technology. EAGLE EYES® 
is the only sunglass certified by the 
SPACE FOUNDATION for UVA, 
UVB and Blue-Light Protection.

Jeff Ashby (Captain, USN - Retired, Former NASA Astronaut),  
Alan Mittelman (President, Eagle Eyes Optics), and  

Greg Pelton (General Manager, Cisco Internet Routing in Space)

Inductee into the  
NASA/Space Foundation 
Technology Hall of Fame

Space Technology Hall of Fame Private Induction
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The TriLenium® Advantage
EAGLE EYES®, certified, 
polarized lens system is the result of 
years of research on protection and 
vision enhancement of human eyesight. 

Our lens system was specifically 
designed to provide maximum 
protection, superior polarization 
capabilities, contrast filtration and inner 
and outer scratch-resistant coatings to 
meet your active lifestyle.  

TRY EAGLE EYES® ENTIRE FAMILY OF BRANDS! 

CARE AND CLEANING INFORMATION

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR EAGLE EYES®

Please Note: Eagle Eyes® sunglasses are designed for use under nor-
mal daylight conditions.  Please do not wear Eagle Eyes sunglasses when 
blue violet, gray or yellow-white color discrimination is needed.  Eagle 
Eyes sunglasses are not designed for use at night, for looking at the sun, 
for laser protection, for welding or any other special application.

Drivers or Pilots: It is very important to note that Eagle Eyes sun-
glasses were especially designed to remove blue and violet light.  If your 
instrument panel has indicator lights in those colors, they may appear 
different or even invisible through your Eagle Eyes sunglasses.  Before 
driving or flying, be sure you test each indicator light for these possible 
variances.

Por Favor Recuerde Que: Los lentes de sol Eagle Eyes® están 
diseñados para ser utilizados a la luz normal del día. No utilice los lentes 
Eagle Eyes para discriminar rayos de luz blanca, amenilla, gris violeta 
y azul. Nuestros lentes no están diseñados para utilizarlos durante la 
noche, para ver el sol directamente, protegerse de los rayos láser o 
durante actividades de soldadura, ni para cualquier otro uso especial.

Chofer de auto a piloto: debe saber que los lentes de sol Eagle 
Eyes® están, diseñados especialmente para eliminar los rayos violeta y 
azules. Si la consola de instrumentos de su vehículo o avión tiene indica-
dores que utilizan luces de estos colores, dichos colores pueden verse 
distorsionados e incluso pasar inadvertidos si utiliza nuestros lentes de 
sol. Antes de comenzar a manejar un auto o pilotear un avión, asegúrese 
de probar cada uno de estos indicadores para ver las luces y las posibles 
variaciones que puedan presentar las mismas..

Remarque:  Les lunettes de soleil Eagle Eyes® doivent être utilisées 
sous éclairage solaire normal. L’utilisateur ne doit pas porter les lunettes 
de soleil Eagle Eyes s’il lui faut distinguer les couleurs bleu, violet, gris ou 
jaune-blanc. Les lunettes de soleil Eagle Eyes ne sont pas conçues pour 
la vision de nuit, pour regarder le soleil en face, pour la protection des 
rayons laser, pour le soudage ou toute autre application spécifique. 

Conducteurs et les pilotes il est très important de noter que 
les lunettes de soleil Eagle Eyes® sont conçues spécialement pour la 
suppression des rayons bleus et violets. Si les voyants lumineux de votre 
tableau de bord s’affichent dans ces couleurs, ils risquent d’apparaître 
modifiés, voire d’être invisibles à travers les verres Eagle Eyes. Avant de 
prendre la route ou le ciel, assurez-vous que vos voyants lumineux soient 
parfaitement lisibles avec leurs couleurs respectives et prévues. 

To help maintain your Eagle Eyes® eyewear, 
never expose lenses to extreme heat and humid-
ity (i.e., the dashboard of your car). Always store 
your Eagle Eyes® glasses in a cool, dry place and 
in your Eagle Eyes® Carry Case. To clean lenses, 
blow lightly to remove any loose particles or dust.  
Lightly spray with Eagle Eyes® Lens Cleaner and 
wipe lenses gently in a circular motion with our 
micro-fiber cleaning cloth.  It is very  important 
not to over-rub lenses and not rub completely dry 
lenses. Harsh chemicals, non-micro-fiber and pa-
per cloths, hair spray, cosmetics, salt and perspira-
tion can all degrade lenses and/or lens coatings. Do 
not place your sunglasses face down on any surface 
to avoid scratching.

Eagle Eyes® , TriLenium®, StimuLights®, Avian® SeeMore® are registered 
trademarks of SunTiger, Inc.  USA

See Clearer and Sharper than Ever Before!
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Triple-Filter Polarization Technology Blocks Out 99.9% UVA and UVB 
Protection plus Blue-Light and Allows In Vision-Enhancing Light for Superb 
Clarity, Contrast and Definition.

Non-Polarized, Orange Filter Eyewear Provides Extreme Contrast to Make 
Object Stand Out In Busy Environments. Great for Target Shooting, Hunters, 
Fishing and More!

Non-Polarized Yellow Filter Eyewear Provides Contrast and Definition and 
Reduces Glare. Ideal to Help Soften the Glare of Headlights; Harsh Computer 
Screens and More!

Non-Polarized, Amber Filter Eyewear with Anti-Reflective Coating Helps 
Block Glare and are Perfect for Computer Use, Watching TV , Driving at 
Dusk or Dawn and Any Low-Light Conditions!

IMPORTANT NOTES

Results wearing Eagle Eyes® glasses may 
vary.  If you have or suspect a medical/optical 
condition, seek the advice of your healthcare 
professional.  It is always wise to get regular 
eye examinations.

Eagle Eyes® polarized sunglasses meet 
or exceed CE, EN1836 Standards and 
Regulations for personal eye protection sun 
glare filters and ANSI Standards for impact 
resistance.
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